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History of Hidden Tracks
When	it	comes	to	analyzing	the	genesis	of	hidden	tracks,	one	must	decide	on	









1	LCD	Soundsystem,	Losing My Edge	(words:	J.	Murphy), [in:]	LCD Soundsystem,	DFA	
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h%p://www.hiddensongs.com/beatles-sgt-peppers-lonely-hearts-club-band	 [retrieved:	
06.05.2016].
3	M.	Cummings,	The Secret History of the Hidden Track,	h%p://www.wonderingsound.
com/feature/hidden-album-tracks-history/	[retrieved:	02.05.2016].
4	J.	Rogers,	Manna for fans: the history of the hidden track in music,	h%p://www.theguardian.
com/music/2015/jan/25/history-hidden-tracks-musicians-albums	[retrieved:	28.04.2016].









































































10	L.	Comara%a,	20 Best Hidden Tracks on Albums,	h%p://consequenceofsound.net/	
2014/07/20-best-hidden-tracks-on-albums/full-post/	[retrieved:	07.05.2016].
11	J.	Rogers,	Manna for fans…





























































nothing	can	actually	be	h i d d e n.













































































17	 Queens	 of	 the	 Stone	 Age, Songs for the Deaf,	 h%ps://open.spotify.com/	
album/4x39CZ46hbtHyEtTFAFnvL	[retrieved:	09.05.2016].
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nutes.23	Obviously,	this	approach	of	using	hidden	tracks	can	be	treated	as	f u l l	














22	E.	Smith,	How The Hidden Track Faded From Recorded Music,	h%p://www.atlasobscura.com/	
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